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Quantum mechanics take the sum of first finite order approximate solutions of time-dependent 
perturbation to substitute the exact solution. From the point of mathematics, it may be correct only 
in the convergent region of the time-dependent perturbation series. Where is the convergent region 
of this series? Quantum mechanics did not answer this problem. However it is relative to the 
question, can we use the Schrödinger equation to describe the transition processes? So it is the 
most important unsettling problem of physical theory. 
We find out the time-dependent approximate solution )()( ta Nf  for arbitrary N  and the 
exact solution )()( )(
0
tata Nf
N
f å
¥
=
= . Then we can prove that: (1) In fi
S
if HEE '
)(<-  
region, the series is divergent. The basic error of quantum mechanics is using the sum of the first 
finite orders approximate solutions to substitute the exact solution in this divergent region. It leads 
to an infinite error. So the Fermi’s golden rule is not a mathematically reasonable inference of the. 
Schrödinger equation (2) The transiton probability per unit time deduced from the exact solution of 
Schrödinger equation cannot describe the transition processes. 
We only give a prime discussion in this paper. 
\\ 
(1) The most important unsettled question of physical theory in 20th century 
 
Quantum mechanics deems that, we can use the Schrödinger equation 
yy )(ˆ tH
t
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to describe the variance of the system with time, where 
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We may write the )('ˆ tH as the product of time independent 'ˆ)( HS  with a time dependent factor 
)(tg . Quantum mechanics only discusses two types )(tg , they are 
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The eigenvalues of 0Hˆ  are discrete or continuous. We shall discuss for each case. In discrete case, 
according to quantum mechanics, suppose 
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Then the Schrödinger equation may be written as 
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The time-dependent perturbation theory supposes that 
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and uses the approximate equation 
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to substitute the exact equation (6). 
So far, people only find the few order approximate solutions of (7). We do not find out 
)()( ta Nk  for arbitrary N . The only way is to substitute the exact solution by the sum of first finite 
order approximate solutions 
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and to use this sum to describe the transition processes. 
The problem is that, whether the )t(a )N(f
1MN
å
¥
+=
 may be abandoned? From the point of 
physics, if the abandoned part is large then the experimental error, then we cannot obtain any 
conclusion from the comparison between the sum of first finite order approximate solutions with 
experimental results. In this case, the words “Schrödinger equation may describe the transition 
processes” would be meaningless. From the point of mathematics, )(ta f  is the function of 
energy fE . Only in the convergent range of series, for 0>e , we can find a number M , that the 
relation 
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is satisfied. What is )()( ta Nf  for arbitrary N ? What is the exact solution )()(
)(
0
tata Nf
N
f å
¥
=
= ? 
In which range is the series divergent? These question are relative to that, does the equation of 
quantum mechanics can describe the transition processes? So it is the most important unsettled 
question of physical theory. 
 
(2) Discussion in the case in which the eigenvalues of 0Hˆ are discrete and the time 
factor is )t(g1  
     
The equations (6) and (9) contain å
k
, it means that we discuss in the discrete case. We 
shall solve the Schrödinger equation and its approximate equations in the range t£0 . 
 
(2-1) Expression of )()( ta Nf  for arbitrary N  
The key of the problem is to find )()( ta Nf  for arbitrary N . We shall deduce )(
)( ta Nf  in 
other paper ]8[ . In this paper we point that the expression of )()( ta Nf  is 
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However we prove that it is the solution of (8) and (9) in appendix A.  Each term in (12) is the 
product of a polynomial of t  with ]/)(exp[ )0( htEi f l- . 
)()( , MNfib q  are the time-dependent 
coefficient. The stationary-state equation is 
)()'()( )( l+d=ll å kfkSfkk
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The orthonormality condition of )(llc  is 
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The perturbed approximate stationary-state equations are 
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where )()( lNfc  satisfies the orthonomality condition 
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),(, )()( nb MNfi lq are the functions of )(,
)()( ll Nk
N c . 
 
(2-2) The expression of the exact solution 
According to (7), the exact solution is 
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Calculating this expression, we may obtain 
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You can find the calculating process in appendix B. The opposite process is to expand 
*)()(, lll if cc  presented in (20) by using the stationary-state perturbed approximation, we may 
obtain the different order of time-dependent perturbed approximate solution )()( ta Nf .  
Finally we test that )(ta f  is the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation in appendix C. 
 
(2-3) The error of time-dependent perturbed approximation 
Now we affirm three points: 
(i)  (20) is satisfied the Schrödinger equation and the special initial condition; 
    (ii)  Expanding the coefficient )(, ll fc  presented in )(ta f  according stationary-state 
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perturbed approximation, and classifying according the approximate order we get 
)()( ta Nf ; 
        (iii) )()( ta Nf  is satisfied the time-dependent perturbed approximate equation and special 
initial condition. 
They are the basic to discuss the core of unsettled question—in which range is the series divergent? 
The exact solution )(ta f  must be expressed by the solution of stationary state equation 
)(, ll fc . Substituting the stationary state perturbed approximate solution into 
)(, ll fc presented in the exact solution, we shall obtain the different order approximations of the 
time–dependent perturbed method )()( ta Nf . Therefore, the divergent intervals of the 
time-dependent perturbed approach and the one of the stationary state perturbed approach are 
identical. Quantum mechanics pointed out that the divergent interval of the stationary state 
perturbed series is 
fi
S
if HEE '
)(<-              (21) 
So it must be the divergent interval of the time-dependent perturbed series. It means that, for each 
0>e , no matter how much M  order approach solutions we take into account, the relation 
e<- å
=
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does not satisfy in the divergent interval. We cannot use the sum of first finite order of 
time-dependent perturbed solutions to substitute the exact solution. The error of time-dependent 
perturbed method is using )()(
0
ta Nf
M
N
å
=
 to substitute )(ta f  for calculating the transition 
probability in the divergent range fi
S
if HEE '
)(<- . Let us examine the first-order 
approximation of the time-dependent perturbed approximation 
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(23) 
)(llc  is the l -component of an unit vector. Therefore 
1
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and (23) can only be used in the region fifi
S EEH -£')( . 
From quantum mechanics, we have 
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There are two questions. First, the premise of this section is that we discuss in the discrete 
case. Quantum mechanics changes to discuss the continuous case and simply substitutes (25) with 
(26). Is this reasonable? We shall discuss this question in the next section. Second, the transition 
probability deduced from the perturbed approximation is correct only in the region 
iffi
S EEH -<')( ; the fault is in fi
S
if HEE '
)(<- . 
Quantum mechanics discuss the relation between 22 )/()]2/([sin EEt DD h  with 
if EEE -=D . And pointed out there is a peak of function in p=
D
h2
1 tE , this peak of function 
is just deduced from the error factor 2)( -- fi EE . If ¥®t , the high of peak tends to infinite,  
Fig.1 The relation between 22 )/()]2/([sin EEt DD h  with if EEE -=D , where I is the 
divergent region of the time-dependent perturbed approximate series.  
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and the breadth of the peak tends to zero, the discussed function becomes d  function. However if 
fi
S H
t
'
2
)(
hp
= , the whole main peak of d  function is in the divergent region of the perturbed 
approximate series. The problem is that it is under these two conditions, 
fi
S H
t
'
2
)(
hp³ , and 
fi
S HE ')(£D , that quantum mechanics obtains 
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from (26). Fermi called it as the golden rule. Of course, if this formula is correct, then someone can 
find a suitable fi
S H ')(  to be identical with the experimental value fiw ® , but mathematically 
Fermi’s golden rule is not a reasonable conclusion from the Schrödinger equation. 
 
(2-4) Transition probability per unit time deduced from the exact solution 
    According to quantum mechanics, the transition probability per unit time is defined as 
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Note that 
    1)()( * =å ll
l
ll cc              (29) 
It means that )(llc  is the l -component of one unit vector, and )/exp()( htic i ll  is the 
l -component of another unit vector. The expression 
( )h/exp)()( * ticc il lllå
l
            
is the product of two unit vectors, so 
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Finally we obtain 
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This is the result deduced from the exact solution of Schrödinger equation (1) in the )t(g1  case. 
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This result cannot be used to describe the transition processes.  
   We summarize the discussion in the discrete case: 
(i) The substance of the time-dependent perturbed approximation is to expand )(, ll kc  
presenting the expression of )(ta f  according to the stationary-state perturbed approach.. 
(ii)  The convergence interval of the stationary-state perturbed approach is iffi
S EEH -£')( ,  
which is also the convergence interval of the time-dependent perturbed approach.. 
(iii)  The sum of the first finite order perturbed approximate solutions may be used to substitute the 
exact solution only in the convergence interval. The fundamental error of the time-dependent 
perturbed approach is using the sum of the first finite order approximate solutions to calculate 
the transition probability in the interval iffi
S EEH ->')( . Mathematically Fermi’s golden 
rule is not a reasonable conclusion from the Schrödinger equation in the discrete case. 
(iv) People use the sum of first finite order perturbed approximate solutions to substitute the exact 
solution. If only caused by that they did not find out the approximate solution )()( ta Nf  for 
arbitrary N . When we find out )()( ta Nf  and )()(
)(
0
tata Nf
N
f å
¥
=
= , then we have not any 
reason to use the sum of first finite order perturbed approximate solutions to substitute the exact 
solution. The pity is that, the transition probability per unit time deduced from the exact 
solution of the Schrödinger equation is zero in the discrete case, it cannot be used to describe 
the transition process.  
 
(3) Discussion in the case in which the eigenvalues of 0Hˆ are continuous and the 
time factor is )t(g1  
In the continuous case, the discrete variable k  must change to continuous variable kE , the 
summation must change to the integration, and fid presented in the discrete case must change to 
)( if EE -d , the others are same as in the discrete case. This kind of variation cannot give the 
difference result. 
 
(3-1) Exact solution  
    In the continuous case the Schrödinger equation has the form 
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The initial condition can be expressed in the form 
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    )()0( iff EEAta -== d             (33) 
If the initial condition takes the form of (33), then at 0t =  the probability of the system in the 
)2/,2/( EEEE ii D+D- region is 
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We can prove that the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation (32) and of the initial 
condition is 
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where )(, ll fc  are the eigenvalue and eigenfunction of the stationary-state equation 
    )()(]')([ )( ll=l+-dò fkfkSkffk ccHEEEdE        (36) 
respectively. 
At the same time, the eigenfunctions satisfy the orthonormality conditions  
    ò -d=lll )()()( * ifif EEccd           (37) 
    )()()( * n-ld=nlò ijj ccdE            (38) 
(3-2) Equivalence of the time-dependent perturbed approximation and the stationary-state 
perturbed approximation 
    According to the stationary-state perturbed approximation method, suppose that 
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and satisfy the orthonormality condition 
)()()( *)0()0( ifif EEccd -d=lllò           (41) 
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Inserting the stationary-state perturbed approach (39) into (35), and decomposing them according 
to the approximate order, we obtain 
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The relations between ),(),( )()( nb LNfi lql  with )(,
)()( ll Nj
N c  are same as in the discrete 
case. 
    )()( ta Nf  are the solution of the time-dependent perturbed approximation equations 
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The approximate solutions satisfy the initial conditions 
    )()0()0( iff EEAta -== d            (46) 
00)0()( >== Nta Nf            (47) 
The time-dependent perturbed approximation is equivalent to the stationary-state perturbed 
approximation in this case. 
 
(3-3) Error of deduction of transition probability from the time-dependent perturbed 
approach 
The zeroth and first-order stationary-state perturbed approximations are 
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In the neighborhood of the main peak of d  function, we have 
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where 0®D tE , in this case. So we cannot use the sum of first finite order perturbed 
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approximate solution to substitute the exact solution. 
  
(3-4) Deduction of the transition probability from the exact solution 
    The transition probability in )t,0(  is a relative probability. It is defined as 
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In this equation the denominator is  
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the numerator is 
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In the continuous case, )(llc  satisfies the orthonormality condition (37). Then )(llc  is the 
l -component of one normality vector, and )/exp()(* htic i ll -  is the l-component of another 
normality vector. The expression 
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The transition probability per unit time is 
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     In the continuous case the transition probability per unit time deduced from the exact 
solution of the Schrödinger equation is still zero.  
 
(4) Discussion in the case in which the time factor is )(2 tg  and the eigenvalues of 
0Hˆ are discrete 
 
Quantum mechanics uses 
ttBBtgtH <+== 0),cos(ˆˆ)()('ˆ 2 dw         (56) 
to describe the electron transition from one energy level to another due to the impact of the 
electromagnetic field. In general, only the discrete is discussed. The Schrödinger equation has the 
form  
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where 
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where )(tA fL is the probability amplitude of the state in which there is an electron in fE  and L  
photons of energy wh . If at 0=t , the system is in the state ),( 0, whLE i  then 
0
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According to (57) and (60), we get 
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which m , )(mfLc  are the solution of the stationary-state equation 
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then (62) may be rewritten in the form 
[ ] )()()( '','
'
n+ddw+=nn åå kLkLfLLLfkf
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fL cKLEc h      (64) 
At the same time, )(mfLc meets the orthonormality conditions of the eigenfunctions: 
'
*
' )()( LLfiiLfL cc dd=nnå
n
            (65) 
lnd=nlåå )()( *jLjL
Lj
cc            (66) 
Obviously, the exact solutions solved under the cases )(1 tg  and )(2 tg  have the identical 
mathematical structure. The results in Sec. 2 are still applicable in this case. 
 
Conclusion 
(i) In the cases in which the time factors are )(2 tg  or )(2 tg , the eigenvalues of 0Hˆ  are 
discrete or continuous, the process to deduce the transition probability per unit time from 
time-dependent perturbed approximation contains a basic mathematic mistake. It is using 
the sum of first finite order approximate solutions to substitute the exact solution for 
calculating the transition probability in the divergent range iffi
S EEH ->')( . Fermi’s 
golden rule is not the mathematically reasonable deductive inference from the Schrödinger 
equation. 
(ii)  The transition probability per unit time deduced from the exact solution of the Schrödinger 
equation cannot be used to describe time-dependent processes. 
 
(5) Other equations in quantum mechanics 
 
There are other equations in quantum mechanics, such as the unitary matrix equation 
    ),'()(''1),( 0
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and the Dyson’s equation (method of Green’s function) 
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The unitary matrix equation is suited to extend to quantization of field. We have discussed 
these two equations. The result is same as the Schrödinger equation. The exact solution cannot be 
used to describe the time dependent processes. 
The basic task of quantum mechanics is to describe the stationary motion of the system and 
the time dependent processes. If the exact solution cannot be used to describe the time dependent 
processes, then we must reconsider the basic point and the basic picture of quantum mechanics. 
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Appendix A The time-dependent perturbed approximate solution )()( ta Nf  is (12) 
for arbitrary N 
 
Now let us prove that the time-dependent perturbed approximate solution is 
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by the substitutive method, where 
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MnifnM >=lq 0),()(           (A4) 
Firstly, we prove a preparative formula 
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    The stationary state equation is 
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Its perturbed approximate equations are 
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We obtain that 
the first term of (A9) )()()()()( )1()0(*)1()(
1
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N
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because of 
0)E()(c)E( flf
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E
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ff
)0(
l
)0( =d-l=l-l =l         (A11) 
The second term of (A9) is relative to åå
+
==
1L
1M
N
0L
. The region of two sums is in Fig. 2. 
    Fig. 2 The region of two sums is on the triangle (containing the boundary ). 
 
We may exchange two sums by this way 
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and obtain that 
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Then the relation 
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is correct. 
    Now we use the inductive method to prove the time-dependent perturbed approximate solution 
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If 0=N , (12) may be simplified as 
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It is the solution of zeroth order time-dependent perturbed equation and satisfies the initial 
condition. If 1=N , (12) may be simplified as 
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It is the solution of the first order time-dependent perturbed equation and satisfies the initial 
condition. 
    Supposing that the solution of N order perturbed equation is (12), we shall prove that the 
solution of N+1 order perturbed equation has the form same as (12). 
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The first term of (A15) = 
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A factor in second term of (A15) is 
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Substituting above results into (A15), we get 
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Now let us prove that the expression of )()1( ta Nf
+ is 
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In fact, 
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So (A17) satisfies the N+1 order perturbed approximate equation. In addition, 
    0)()()()0( )1()(
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)1()1( =ll=l== -+
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+ ååå LNiLf
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L
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fi
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Therefore )()1( ta Nf
+  satisfies the initial condition. So we prove that, if (12) is correct for N, then 
it must be correct for (N+1). We have prove this expression is correct for N=0,1. so it must be 
correct for arbitrary N.  
 
Appendix B: The expression of exact solution 
 
According to the time-dependent perturbed approximate method, the exact solution is defined 
as 
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Now the task is to calculate the sum in this expression. Suppose 
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Using this relation, (B1) may be written as 
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We prove that the relation: 
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According to (A2), we get 
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so (B5) is correct for 1=n . Suppose that (B5) is correct for n , then we have   
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Therefore (B5) is correct for 1+n . The conclusion is that the relation (B5) is correct for arbitrary 
n . 
    According to (A1), 
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Substituting (B5) and (B8) into (B4), we finally obtain 
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It is just the exact solution of Schrödinger equation. From this deducing process, we conversely 
prove that, using the stationary state perturbed method to expand )(, ll fc  in exact solution, we 
may obtain the different order of time-dependent solutions. 
  
Appendix C: Test the exact solution of Schrödinger equation 
  
Now we test that, is 
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the exact solution of Schrödinger equation? Does it satisfy the initial condition? In fact, 
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Therefore  (C1) satisfies the Schrödinger equation. In addition, if 0=t  
fiiff ccta dll
l
=== å *)()()0(           (C3) 
It is the special initial condition. 
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